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Reviewer's report:

Minor Essential Revisions:
A. The authors can improved their use of the English language and correct spelling mistakes (rupture instead of rapture), and I noticed several times the word intralobar where I suppose interlobar is meant.
B. The subject of this case report is original and important. The condition is well defined. The treatment however is not described in detail. For instance, which type of CPS was used, which access for the CPS was used (the groin?), what was the blood loss etc.
C. The discussion lacks some considerations such as: is VATS the appropriate technique? Would a thoracotomy be a safer technique in such complex cases? Or maybe even a robotic approach? Should embolisation not be considered as treatment of choice in every case and surgery only performed if embolisation fails?
D. The conclusion implies that cases of BAA should only be treated in a Cardiothoracic facility. Is that the authors idea? By the way, I would agree on that statement!

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published
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